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Madan is a quiet and shy boy. He does 

not speak very much, so it is difficult to 

know how much he has understood. All 
these years Madan has been hard working 

and focussed. However, last year, when 
he had to concentrate most, it was not so. 

He was distracted very easily and one 
could see that he was wasting time very 

often. This reflected on his studies. 

If he wants he can do much better with a 
little self control.  
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I did English with Sangita didi. In 
English we completed most of the 

chapters as well as the grammar 

exercises. I was good in grammar but 
my handwriting was very bad. In 

English my understanding skills were 
good but writing and sentence 

formation was poor. I was quite good 
in dictation. Out of my 5 subjects, I 

was good in English. When there was 
English homework given, then I would 

complete the homework and then 
study other subjects. 
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When we came to Delhi, maths and 
science we studied with Veerinder didi.Didi 

made us do algebraic expression, linear 
equationsin two variables and chapters 

which needed revision. I liked didi’s class 
because didi would make us undeersand 

the concept and give 
homework.Sometimes when we had 

completed the chapter, she gave us a test. 
In these tests sometimes I got good 

marks. 

 

In maths I did most of the chapters with 
Srinath bhaiya.We had to complete the 

whole syllabus in 2-3 months and we 
completed the chapters and started revising 

for the tests that were given by Srinath 
bhaiya. In maths my favourite chapter was 

quadilaterals and circles. I was a bit 
confident in these chapters. In maths my 

worst chapter is polynomials and 
factorization. In these I could not remember 

the identities. In maths I was lagging 

behind all my classmates beacause of 
factorization which took time for me to 

understand. But I tried my best to improve 
and to get clarity. I would do only math in 

some of the time which I got because I was 
the only one who was behind the others. I 

was not concentratrating and getting 
distracted and I was a bit nervous because 

I could not get clarity in maths. 
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When Annapoorni didi came to Kechla, 

she taught us history. In history classes 
she would first give us good notes and 

make us understand the chapter. At the 
end of the class she gave dictation from 

the chapter that we had covered that day 
and in this I was very good. Sometime 

when our chapter was completed, she 
would give us test and in these test 

sometime I scored good marks. Didi gave 
us notes of all chapters of history, as well 

as test. Ilike history class because history 
a like story telling which makes me  

curious and  excited. Ilearnt more about 
history and about our past. We 

completed our geography with Kamala 

didi. In geography didi made us do lots of 
writing work and gave lots of test. 

Didi also made us  watch movies 
related to geography and I got more 

inspired and motivated in the movies 
which would be related to varius 

techniques of uplifting agriculture and 
new machines which are used in 

agriculture. I liked didi’s class. 
Between history and political science, 

I like geography because it describes 

the physical features of our earth. 

I did political science with milan 

ma’am. She made us do a lot of 
writing work and also gave us tests 

after the chapter is completed. 

Political science I found a bit tough, 
because I could not remember the 

points and functions of the 
government, but I tried my best. 

 

Didi also made us  watch movies related 
to geography and I got more inspired 

and motivated in the movies which 
would be related to varius techniques of 

uplifting agriculture and new machines 
which are used in agriculture. I liked 

didi’s class. Between history and political 
science, I like geography because it 

describes the physical features of our 
earth. 

I did political science with milan ma’am. 

She made us do a lot of writing work 
and also gave us tests after the chapter 

is completed. Political science I found a 
bit tough, because I could not remember 

the points and functions of the 

government, but I tried my best. 
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In science I am very fond of studying physics because physics relates with our 
day to day life. When we came to Delhi to study science, we had classes with 

Prakash bhaiya. In Prakash bhaiya’s class I would concentrate and focus on the 
board but sometimes when Prakash bhaiya asked me some questions or the 

definition, then I would be able to answer, but sometimes I could not. It was just 

because I could could not understand. In physics class, bhaiya gave us 
numericals and I would be able to solve the numericals. When Prakash bhaiya 

would give us test, I scoredwell. In the lab I would fiddle with electrical materials 
such as motors and LED bulbs, just do experiment. I like doing experiments 

because it inspires and motivates me. 

We studiedchemistry with Meeta didi when she had come to delhi to teach us. In 

chemisty this time didi gave us a test everyday or twice a day and we also did 

the chapters which we hadn’t done in Kechla. In chemistry I was quite good in 
theory but in numericals I didn’t get the concept but I tried my best to get it. In 

organic chemistry I was a bit poor because in organic chemistry we had to 
remember the names of alkanes, alkyne,s etc. and also the group names. In 

these tests I sometimes scored good marks but most of the times I got poor 
marks. I liked chemistry because in chemistry I was more interested in matter in 

our sorroundings. 

We studied biologywith Veerinder didi. In her classs didi would make us 
understand the function of the cells and all types of cell organisms. In 

Veerinderdidi’s class this time, we just revised the chapters and did the tests 
with her and in these tests I did quite well because I knew some the chapters 

very well. 
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In Delhi Istudied hindi with Yogesh sir. He taught many of the chapters quite 

well and I would understand the meanings of the poems and could write some 
the questions and answer well. But the only problem was that I could not 

explain the poems and sometimes in class I was sleepy. I just like this 
language. It is because it is the national language of india. 

 

In sports I like football most. This is because I like to shoot goals. This time I 

improved my ball control, passing and many of the skills. In Delhi we had a match 
with MIS and in this match we tried to score many goals, but we did 2 goals. The 

sewere scored by Jagat and Lalu. MIS scored 3 goals. 

We had a race or marathon on MIS track. I participated init. I didn’t want to win 
but I wanted to complete 7 rounds without stopping. I like running because it 

develops my stamina 

In basketball I am good at defending but I also like to shoot. I play very roughand 
commit many fouls. My dribbling is good but I usually don’t pass. 

In swimming this time I did not do many laps but I tried to swim long distance. 
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